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arrogance The quality of being arrogant.
The arrogance of this man is astounding.

bragging An instance of boastful talk.
A competitive bragging culture.

centered Being or placed in the center.

conceit The trait of being unduly vain and conceited false pride.
The director s brilliant conceit was to film this tale in black and white.

ego Your consciousness of your own identity.
He needed a boost to his ego.

egocentric An egocentric person.
Egocentric loners with an overinflated sense of self worth.

egocentrism Concern for your own interests and welfare.
egoism The theory that the pursuit of your own welfare in the basis of morality.
egoist A conceited and self-centered person.

egotism An inflated feeling of pride in your superiority to others.
In his arrogance and egotism he underestimated Gill.

egotist A conceited and self-centered person.
He is a self absorbed egotist.

esprit The quality of being lively, vivacious, or witty.

greed
Excessive desire to acquire or possess more (especially more material
wealth) than one needs or deserves.
The colonists greed for African land.

individualism
The doctrine that government should not interfere in commercial affairs.
Encouragement has been given to individualism free enterprise and the
pursuit of profit.
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individualist
An advocate of a social theory favouring freedom of action for individuals
over collective or state control.
An individualistic way of dressing.

individualistic Marked by or expressing individuality; unconventional.
An individualistic way of dressing.

irresponsibility Lack of a proper sense of responsibility.
They thought that having children was an act of irresponsibility.

modern Belonging to the modern era since the Middle Ages.
They were moderns they must not look back towards the old generation.

narcissism Selfishness, involving a sense of entitlement, a lack of empathy, and a
need for admiration, as characterizing a personality type.

overambitious Excessively ambitious.
He blamed his parents for being overambitious on his behalf.

pomposity
Lack of elegance as a consequence of being pompous and puffed up with
vanity.
His reputation for arrogance and pomposity.

pride A feeling of self-respect and personal worth.
The faces of the children s parents glowed with pride.

proudly In an imposing manner; splendidly.
Pristine new office buildings stood proudly beside a large car park.

selfish
(of a person, action, or motive) lacking consideration for other people;
concerned chiefly with one’s own personal profit or pleasure.
I joined them for selfish reasons.

selfishness
The quality or state of being selfish; lack of consideration for other
people.
An act of pure selfishness.

smug Marked by excessive complacency or self-satisfaction.
A smug glow of self congratulation.

superego That part of the unconscious mind that acts as a conscience.
True schizophrenias lack the superego elements present in paranoia.

vainglorious Excessively proud of oneself or one’s achievements; overly vain.
This vainglorious boast of personal infallibility.

vainglory Excessive pride in oneself or one’s achievements; excessive vanity.
His vainglory put the Republic at risk.

vanity Feelings of excessive pride.
A vanity press.
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